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Generative AI Could Reduce SG&A Costs by 40%
There’s a tremendous amount of hype in the market around Gen AI, and a lot of confusion over its potential impact on cost and staffing.
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2024 Finance Agenda: Key Issues to Address and Critical Actions to Succeed
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The Hackett Group’s Operations Consulting Practice partners with our clients to design robust supply chain strategies and cost reduction processes, and drive top-line growth through targeted transformation and optimization efforts. Our team works in collaboration with clients to create competitive advantage by aligning operational capabilities with business and commercial strategies and targeting performance across cost, service, quality and working capital to meet both the strategic and financial goals of the business.




How we work




Our experienced teams, comprised of both industry and consulting leaders, work collaboratively with internal client resources to apply proven business best practices and proprietary tools and approaches that help clients drive increased value from their operations. Our teams are supported by a robust framework of operational benchmarks and leading practices to guide our clients through the transformation process.




Industry sub-segments




The Hackett Group’s Operations Practice serves industries in which we have deep and well-established expertise, including consumer goods (apparel and footwear, health and beauty, food and beverage), manufacturing (general manufacturing, high tech) and life sciences (pharmaceutical, medical devices).




Practice area service offerings




	Supply chain and operations strategy
	Supply chain and operations assessment
	Network optimization
	Sales & operations planning
	Working capital optimization
	Manufacturing optimization





Often, we jump start and focus our clients’ efforts by conducting rapid opportunity assessments, which quickly identify high-impact performance opportunities. The Hackett Group’s opportunity assessments include performance benchmarking, capabilities assessments and reviews of strategic goals and objectives. An assessment serves as a “fact base” for executive management to design and manage improvement priorities with The Hackett Group®.
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        2024 Supply Chain Agenda: Key Issues to Address and Critical Actions to Succeed
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In 2024, supply chain leaders must remain laser-focused on delivering measurable performance improvements and adding value to the enterprise amid continued disruption. The Hackett Group’s 2024 Key Issues Study reveals a slate of supply chain priorities and critical actions organizations must take to succeed.
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The Hackett Group® is a leading global strategy and operations consulting firm, with particular expertise in performance benchmarking and process transformation. Leveraging our renowned benchmarking and best practices database, we provide clients with fact-based advice that drives cost optimization and improved service quality across back-office functions including the finance, human resources, procurement, information technology and supply chain organizations. We offer expert offshoring and outsourcing consulting. In finance, we can help you apply proven best practices to business cost management, and support your development of a finance strategy that aligns with corporate strategy and elevates the business value of the finance function. We also offer supply chain consulting that can help you form a forward-looking supply chain strategy and better manage supplier relationships and inventory.
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There’s a tremendous amount of hype in the market around Gen AI, and a lot of confusion over its potential impact on cost and staffing.
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